
Introduction
This Christmas Pillow with Stocking Design is in 

the tradition of early 1800s Pennsylvania folk art.  It 
can be displayed on a table, chair, sofa, or shelf and 
can be hung by adding a loop of ribbon (ribbon not 
included). It has a hidden pocket in which you can 
put keepsakes.

Kit Contents
Qty Item

2 Mat Base
1 Inset Base
2 Stockings
1 Star, Fringe, Toe, Heel Set

12 Holly Leaves
3 Cream Ornaments

12 Red Berries
Floss, Needle, & Instructions

Care Instructions:  All of the wool felt in our 
kits is a blend of 20-35% wool.  Dry cleaning is rec-
ommended for cleaning.  To press wool felt, use a 
steam iron on high.

Stitches Needed
French Knot  

Insert needle from the back 
side and wrap 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 
turns around the needle as 
shown.  The more turns the 
bigger the knot.  You can ex-
periment on a scrap piece of 
fabric to see which size you 
like best.

Chain Stitch
Knot one end and bring the needle 
through to the front of the felt.  Partially 
re-insert the needle from front to back 

of the felt at the same point it came out.   Bring the 
point back up about ⅛” away and wrap the thread 
under the point so the needle comes up through 
the loop.  Pull the needle through and tighten the 
loop.  Repeat as many times as you need to create 
the proper length chain.

Backstitch
This stitch creates a line of ⅛” stitches on the top 

of the fabric that are equal in length with no spaces 
between.  Knot one end and start from the back side 
up through to the front at position 1.  Pass the nee-
dle down in position 2, up in 3, down in 4, up in 5 
down in 6, and so on to make the  stitch.

Blanket Stitch
To make a Blanket Stitch, 

thread a needle with the 
floss and knot one of the 
two ends of  thread.  

The starter stitch be-
gins between the two 
layers of wool felt.  The 
needle is inserted be-
tween two layers, then down through the bottom 
layer and up over the tail.

Pull the thread tight which will set the knot be-
tween the layers.

Insert the needle down into the fabric, through 
both layers, and up inside the loop.  Then, pull tight.

Repeat this along 
the edge of the fabric 
until you have com-
pleted the edging.

The stitching 
should be evenly 
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grow in the world around them and your ideas are 
always welcome.

If you have ideas, suggestions, corrections, ques-
tions, photos, or reviews on this kit that you would 
like to share with us, you can send an email to:

kits@lumenaris.com

Pin this assembly on the black inset base.  Blanket 
stitch using green floss all of the stocking edges ex-
cept the top.  This will leave the stocking as a pocket 
where you can place things inside.

Chain stitch a mock hanging loop and backstitch 
tassles with yellow floss.

Use a blanket stitch with red floss and attach this 
assembly to the red base (one layer only).  Back-
stitch the holly leaves in each of the corners us-
ing green floss.  Attach the red berries with french 
knots using red floss.

Place the stuffing and the 2nd red base on the 
back and backstitch the edges with green floss.

Just find that special place or person for your pil-
low and you are done.

Feedback
We are always looking for ways to improve our 

products including these instructions.  
Our company’s focus is on providing Products 

that are “Fun with a Purpose” to help young people 

spaced and have the loop along the seam between 
the two piece.

Instructions
To assemble this kit, you will first build the stock-
ing, attach it to the black inset base, and attach that 
to the red base.  A 2nd red base will be placed be-
hind this with the stuffing in the middle.  Refer to 
the box cover or to the image in these instructions 
for layout.

Stocking
Take one stocking, using green floss blanket 

stitch the fringe, star, heel, and toe.  Do not stitch 
the outer edges of any of these pieces just yet.  At-
tach the cream ornaments to the fringe points with 
french knots using green floss.  Finally, add green-
ery stitching using the backstitch.

Assembly
Add the second stocking behind the first and 

with green floss, blanket stitch only the top edge.  
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